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à summary

When the axiom of regularity holds, the class of ordinal numbers could be defined as intersection[FULL,P[FULL]].
Although this definition does not hold in the absence of the axiom of regularity,  the class OMEGA  of ordinal numbers in
that case can be obtained by intersecting with the class REGULAR.

intersection@REGULAR, FULL, P@FULLDD
OMEGA

 Theorem FUL−PC−4 in the FUL2 group says that this class intersection[FULL,P[FULL]]  is full: 

full@intersection@FULL, P@FULLDDD
True

More generally, Theorem FUL−PC−I  in that same group says that the class  FULL   can be replaced by any subclass of
FULL .  On 1999 April  24 a twelve−step proof of this theorem was found using Otter .  The present notebook contains first
of  all a much−abbreviated version of Otter ’s  proof.  The new derivation presented below is considerably shorter than
Otter ’s proof because the GOEDEL  program now contains many rewrite rules that were not available to Otter  at that time.
Beyond this improvement of the proof,  this notebook also contains a derivation of  a slightly stronger theorem whose
statement involves the class H[x] defined by

U@intersection@FULL, P@xDDD
H@xD

This class  H[x]  is the largest full subclass of  x.  

implies@and@subclass@y, xD, full@yDD, subclass@y, H@xDDD
True

The stronger theorem derived below says that when  x  is a subclass of  FULL , not only is  intersection[x,P[x]] a full
subclass of  x, but it is in fact the largest full  subclass of x.  This stronger theorem has a further virtue, namely, its statement
has lower weight than the original theorem.  The GOEDEL  program in fact transforms the statement of the original Theo-
rem FUL−PC−I  into a messy looking expression, but this is not the case for the stronger version.
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à two  key steps  of  Otter’s  proof  of  Theorem  FUL−PC−I.

The GOEDEL  program was able to recognize the truth of most of the clauses occurring in Otter ’s proof without knowing
how they were derived.  Only two of the twelve steps in Otter ’s proof were not immediately obvious to the GOEDEL
program. Otter ’s proof of clause 3252 can be replaced by the following derivation:

SubstTest@implies, and@subclass@u, vD, subclass@v, wDD, subclass@u, wD,8u -> intersection@P@xD, xD,
v -> intersection@P@xD, FULLD, w -> P@intersection@x, P@xDDD<D

or@not@subclass@intersection@x, P@xDD, FULLDD,
subclass@U@U@intersection@x, P@xDDDD, xDD == True

or@not@subclass@intersection@x_, P@x_DD, FULLDD,
subclass@U@U@intersection@x_, P@x_DDDD, x_DD := True

The rest of Otter ’s proof now can be condensed to the following:

Map@not, SubstTest@and, implies@p1, p2D, implies@p2, p3D, not@implies@p1, p3DD,8p1 -> subclass@x, FULLD,
p2 -> subclass@intersection@x, P@xDD, FULLD, p3 -> full@intersection@x, P@xDDD<DD

or@not@subclass@x, FULLDD, subclass@U@U@intersection@x, P@xDDDD, xDD == True

or@not@subclass@x_, FULLDD, subclass@U@U@intersection@x_, P@x_DDDD, x_DD := True

The original statement of the theorem FUL−PC−I used in the Otter proof is this:

implies@subclass@x, FULLD, full@intersection@x, P@xDDDD
True

Note that Theorem FUL−PC−4  is seen to be the special case that the class  x  is FULL .

à a weak variable−free corollary

When  x  is a set, the variable can be eliminated, yielding the following variable−free result:

intersection@fix@composite@S, SUCC, complement@inverse@SDD, POWERDD, P@FULLDD ��
Renormality

intersection@fix@composite@S, SUCC, complement@inverse@SDD, POWERDD, P@FULLDD == 0

This is weaker than Theorem FUL−PC−I .  It is new, but not very pretty.

à stronger  results

In general, the following inclusion holds:
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subclass@H@xD, intersection@x, P@xDDD
True

The reverse inclusion does not hold in general, and it is transformed by the GOEDEL  program:

subclass@intersection@x, P@xDD, H@xDD
subclass@tc@intersection@x, P@xDDD, xD

The following result follows from the fact that  H[x] is the largest full subclass of  x.

SubstTest@implies, and@subclass@y, xD, full@yDD,
subclass@y, H@xDD, y -> intersection@x, P@xDDD
or@not@subclass@U@U@intersection@x, P@xDDDD, xDD,
subclass@tc@intersection@x, P@xDDD, xDD == True

or@not@subclass@U@U@intersection@x_, P@x_DDDD, x_DD,
subclass@tc@intersection@x_, P@x_DDD, x_DD := True

In the special case that  x  is a subclass of  FULL , this implies:

Map@not, SubstTest@and, implies@p1, p2D, implies@p2, p3D, not@implies@p1, p3DD,8p1 -> subclass@x, FULLD,
p2 -> full@intersection@x, P@xDDD, p3 -> subclass@intersection@x, P@xDD, H@xDD<DD

or@not@subclass@x, FULLDD, subclass@tc@intersection@x, P@xDDD, xDD == True

or@not@subclass@x_, FULLDD, subclass@tc@intersection@x_, P@x_DDD, x_DD := True

Since the reverse inclusion always holds, an equation can be derived:

Map@implies@subclass@x, FULLD, #D &, SubstTest@and, subclass@u, vD, subclass@v, uD,8u -> H@xD, v -> intersection@x, P@xDD<DD �� Reverse

or@equal@H@xD, intersection@x, P@xDDD, not@subclass@x, FULLDDD == True

This new result is the promised strengthening of Theorem FUL−PC−I .  It is also pretty.

or@equal@H@x_D, intersection@x_, P@x_DDD, not@subclass@x_, FULLDDD := True
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